ABSTRACT The present review discusses the problem of controlling mycoplasmas (class Mollicutes), the smallest of self-replicating prokaryotes, parasites of higher eukaryotes, and main contaminants of cell cultures and vaccines. Possible mechanisms for the rapid development of resistance to antimicrobial drugs in mycoplasmas have been analyzed. Omics technologies provide new opportunities for investigating the molecular basis of bacterial adaptation to stress factors and identifying resistomes, the total of all genes and their products contributing to antibiotic resistance in microbes. The data obtained using an integrated approach with post-genomics methods show that antibiotic resistance may be caused by more complex processes than has been believed heretofore. The development of antibiotic resistance in mycoplasmas is associated with essential changes in the genome, proteome, and secretome profiles, which involve many genes and proteins related to fundamental cellular processes and virulence.
REVIEWS
M ycoplasmas are of particular interest not only because of the unique organization of these tiny bacteria lacking cell walls, but also for practical considerations. Mycoplasmas are parasites of higher eukaryotes, the causative agents of socially significant infections, and the main contaminants of cell cultures and vaccines. Controlling mycoplasma infections is a serious problem [1] [2] [3] .
Various mycoplasma inhibition methods have been under development for several decades, but no effective remedies have been discovered [4, 5] . The basic method for inhibiting mycoplasma infections and contamination is based on the administration of antibacterial drugs [2] [3] [4] . The rapid development of resistance to antimicrobial agents in mycoplasmas, whose mechanisms are not entirely clear, represents a significant problem. It is believed that the problem of controlling mycoplasma infection and contamination can be cracked by investigating the molecular and genetic adaptation mechanisms of mycoplasmas to stress conditions, which determine the survival of bacteria in various conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Obviously, such research necessitates the use of an integrated approach involving both conventional and modern methods of analysis of biological material.
In this review, we summarize and analyze data on the mechanisms determining the antibiotic resistance of mycoplasmas. What we know about these mechanisms was largely developed in the period preceding the post-genomic era. Meanwhile, successful implementation of genomic projects and the discovery of omics technologies have led to the development of new approaches in the investigation of the molecular and genetic basis of bacterial adaptation to stress conditions and the discovery of resistomes, the ensemble of all genes and their products involved in the formation of antibiotic resistance in microorganisms [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . This integrated approach produced results indicating that the 1, 2 , N.B. Baranova 1, 2 , V.M. Chernov antibiotic resistance of bacteria may be caused by more complex processes than has previously been thought.
Since Mollicutes class representatives lack cell walls, the main classes of antimicrobial agents, such as betalactam antibiotics, glycopeptides, and fosfomycin, do not affected them. The biological characteristic features of mycoplasmas also result in the ineffectiveness of a number of other substances (sulfonamides, trimethoprim, rifampin, polymyxin, nalidixic acid, linezolid, and some others). Tetracyclines, fluoroquinolones, and macrolides are the most effective anti-mycoplasma agents. They are widely used to suppress mycoplasma infection and contamination of cell cultures. [4] However, recent reports have appeared on a new class of bacteriostatics, deformylase inhibitors, which are active against urogenital mycoplasmosis [5] . However, long-term clinical trials in various regions of the world are required to assess the prospects of these antibiotics.
Antimicrobial peptides (melittin, isolated from bee venom, globomycin, gramicidin C, surfactin, and valinomycin produced by bacteria, alamethicin detected in fungi, A and P1 cecropins, and magainin 2 derived from animal tissues) are not widely used to control mycoplasma at the moment [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It was found that mycoplasma successfully develops resistance to these drugs [19, 21] . Since data on the mechanisms of mycoplasma resistance to antimicrobial peptides are not yet available, a study of the adaptation of Mollicutes class representatives to antimicrobial agents should focus mainly on the formation of resistance to tetracyclines, fluoroquinolones, and macrolides.
The knowledge about the mechanisms responsible for the resistance of microorganisms to these groups of drugs is based mainly on the results of studies of classical bacteria. This is partly due to the peculiarities of Mollicutes biology, which determine the complexity of their isolation in artificial media and clonal analysis of axenic cultures. The results of a bioinformatics analysis [22] [23] [24] are not always consistent with experimental data. Thus, based on an in silico analysis of five efflux systems making a substantial contribution to the adaptation of classical bacteria to antibiotics, MATE (the multidrug and toxic compound extrusion family), MFS (the major facilitator superfamily), SMR (the small multidrug resistance family), RND (the resistance-nodulation-cell division superfamily), and ABC (the ATP-binding cassette superfamily) [25, 26] , the MATE, MFS, and ABC genes are present in the genomes of some Mollicutes. However, experimental evidence of the contribution of efflux to mycoplasmas antimicrobial resistance has been established only for ABC transporter systems [24, 27, 28] .
Either way, the development paths of resistance to tetracyclines, quinolones, and macrolides observed in classic bacteria are largely characteristic of Mollicutes, as well. However, the formation of antimicrobial resistance has different characteristic features in different mycoplasma species. Moreover, even in the case of similar mechanisms, the level of strain sensitivity to the drug can significantly vary (Table 1) . Furthermore, the mechanisms that determine antibiotic resistance cannot be identified in some mycoplasma species [5] . This may indicate the existence of as-of-yet undiscovered paths of resistance development in Mollicutes and/or more complex mechanisms of microbial adaptation to antibiotics than was previously thought.
Tetracyclines are the most widely used agents to control mycoplasma infection of urogenital and respiratory tracts in adults [30, 31] . Additionally, they are frequently used to treat mycoplasma infections in farm animals [5] . The bacteriostatic activity of tetracyclines is based on their capability of reversible binding to the 30S subunit of the bacterial ribosome, inhibition of the interaction between aminoacyl-tRNA and the acceptor site, and thus prevention of the protein synthesis characteristic of these antibiotics [32] . Active cellular efflux of the antibiotic, production of ribosome-protecting proteins (Tet (M), Tet (O), Tet (S), Tet (W), Tet (32), Tet (36), TetB (P), Otr(A), Tet, Tet(Q), and Tet (T)), inhibition of drug influx into the cell, target modification, and antibiotic degradation with enzymes [33, 34] are considered to be the main mechanisms of tetracyclines resistance in classic bacteria. Intensive growth of bacterial resistance to tetracyclines is believed to be associated with the active exchange of genes of the key factors involved in the respective processes in bacterial populations [35] [36] [37] [38] : the plasmids and mobile genetic elements that are believed to be the main mediators of the horizontal transfer of genetic material.
The development of tetracycline resistance in mycoplasmas in some cases is associated with the acquisition of tet(M) determinants located at the Tn916 transposon [39] . The transposon encodes the TetM protein, protecting ribosomes from the effects of tetracyclines. This protein is homologous to the eF-Tu and eF-G elongation factors. It can cause conformational changes in the 30S ribosomal subunit, preventing it from binding to tetracyclines. A high level of tetracycline resistance (MIC ≥ 8 μg/ml) associated with the presence of the tet(M)-determinant causes cross-resistance of mycoplasmas to other tetracycline antibiotics [5, 40] . Furthermore, it is possible that resistance of mycoplasmas to these drugs may be associated with mutations in the tetracycline-binding unit of 16S rRNA [41, 42] . Mycoplasma strains characterized by high tetracycline resistance were also obtained in vitro by stepwise selection in media containing gradually increased concentrations of antibiotics [5, erm and efflux macrolide genes were found only in one study [29] and were not detected in the others.
f ND -not determined 42]. However, the mechanisms of antibiotic resistance could not be determined in these cases. Macrolide antibiotics are widely used to treat mycoplasmal infections in children (primarily respiratory infections caused by Mycoplasma pneumonia and neonatal infections associated with Ureaplasma spp.), as well as to suppress mycoplasmoses in animals [5, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . These antibiotics are often administered in cases where tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones cannot be used.
The antibacterial activity of macrolides is based on the reversible binding of these antibiotics to the 50S ribosomal subunit (including 23S rRNA and some ribosomal proteins, e.g. L4, L22), inducing separation of peptidyl-tRNA from the ribosome, and thus blockage of the synthesis of the peptide chain [48] . There are three paths of development of macrolide resistance in classical bacteria: target modification (in particular, structural changes in the 50S ribosomal subunit), change in drug efflux, and enzymatic inactivation of the antibiotic [48, 49] .
Development of macrolide resistance in mycoplasmas is believed to be associated with inhibition of antibiotic efflux into the cell, as well as structural changes in the 50S ribosomal subunit [5] . In some cases, macrolide resistance in mycoplasmas is associated with changes in the central loop of domain V of 23S rRNA [5, 50] . Mutation in the corresponding gene area leads to increased resistance of certain mycoplasma species to several antibiotics of this group and reduced or lost resistance to others.
Fluoroquinolones are the most popular group of drugs used to inhibit mycoplasma infections and contamination of cell cultures [4, 5, 28] . This is due to the fact that mycoplasma infections often occur in immunodeficient patients and, as a rule, are complex. In such cases, the use of microbicides is recommended. The fluoroquinolone drug ciprofloxacin is a widely used representative of this group [51] [52] [53] .
The molecular mechanisms of the bactericidal action of fluoroquinolones are based on binding to DNA gyrase and/or DNA topoisomerase IV, which leads to inhibition of bacterial DNA replication [49, 54] . The main mechanisms of fluoroquinolone resistance of classical bacteria is associated with target modifications caused by mutations in the QRDR (quinolone resistance-determining region) region of the target genes gyrA (DNA gyrase subunit A), gyrB (DNA gyrase subunit B), parC (topoisomerase IV subunit A), parE (topoisomerase IV subunit B), as well as with reduced drug accumulation in the cell (due to active efflux or suppression of influx) and acquired-resistance determinants by horizontal gene transfer [55] .
Development of fluoroquinolone resistance by mycoplasmas is usually associated with mutations in the QRDR region of the target genes (DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV). Depending on the antibiotic, significant mutations can occur in the genes of certain enzymes [5] . For example, development of in vitro resistance to pefloxacin, ofloxacin, ciprofloxacin, and trovafloxacin in Mycoplasma hominis is associated with mutations in the topoisomerase IV gene, while resistance to sparfloxacin occurs due to mutations in the DNA gyrase gene [5, 41, 56] . Fluoroquinolone-resistant clinical isolates of mycoplasma usually demonstrate cross-resistance to all drugs of this group. The resistance level often correlates with the number of mutations and their location [5, 57] . However, a long series of observations of the adaptation to fluoroquinolones in mycoplasmas has shown that displacement of cells lacking the QRDR-mutation from the culture occurs only when bacteria are cultured in media containing high concentrations of ciprofloxacin [58] . With low concentrations of ciprofloxacin, the key role is apparently played by other mechanisms, such as cellular efflux. This type of adaptation to fluoroquinolones, which was identified in a number of bacteria, occurs by means of endogenous ABC-type pumps associated with multidrug resistance (MDR). Increased expression of corresponding genes can determine the MDR-phenotype. ABC-type genes annotated as "suspected MDR genes" were detected in the genomes of certain mycoplasmas [22] [23] [24] . According to the results of quantitative competitive RT-PCR, these genes are constitutively expressed in the parental strains, while in the strains with the MDR-phenotype their expression level is increased [18] . However, rapid adaptation of various mycoplasmas to fluoroquinolones still cannot be explained by these factors.
Efforts to figure out the causes of increased fluoroquinolone resistance by microorganisms, which are currently being reported all over the world [56, 59, 60] , have led to the assumption that, in addition to these mechanisms, there are other ways that determine the possibility of rapid bacterial adaptation to antibiotics in microbial communities [55] . This assumption is based on the results of both experimental studies and monitoring data in different countries. A very rapid increase in fluoroquinolone resistance is observed in agricultural animals, although these drugs were introduced in veterinary practice only two decades ago [5, [61] [62] [63] .
Since Mollicutes class representatives are believed to be tachytelic organisms, it is assumed that their rapid adaptation to antimicrobial agents is caused by frequent mutation events, and that changes in the genes of the target proteins are significant [19, 64, 65] . However, according to the results of a complete nucleotide sequence analysis of genes of the gyrA, gyrB, parC, and parE strains of Ureaplasma parvum and U. urealyti-REVIEWS cum, a significant portion of nucleotide substitutions in these mycoplasmic genes represents a specific polymorphism and does not affect antibiotic sensitivity [66] . This finding casts doubt on our knowledge on the mutational mechanisms of antibiotic resistance in mycoplasmas (and other bacteria) and calls for verification of these data using new approaches. Meanwhile, data demonstrating the active role of extracellular vesicles in bacterial adaptation to stress conditions, including antibiotics, have been recently published [3, [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . Vesicles produced by cells contain various compounds and are involved in intercellular interactions in prokaryotes and eukaryotes [69, [73] [74] [75] . As early as in 1996, it was established that vesicles of gram-negative bacteria are involved in antibiotic transportation and antibiotic resistance control in bacterial populations [76] . However, the role of vesicles in the bacterial response to antimicrobial agents is only now being extensively studied in connection with the "universality" of vesicular transport, which was esstablished in all organisms, including the smallest prokaryotes, and the development of high-resolution analysis techniques [3, 6-9, 69-71, 73, 74, 76-80] .
Active participation of extracellular vesicles in the development of bacterial resistance to fluoroquinolones was first exemplified with Acholeplasma laidlawii, mycoplasma infecting humans, animals, plants, and the main contaminant of cell cultures [71, 81] . A.laidlawii strains that differed in their susceptibility to ciprofloxacin were obtained by stepwise selection. It was found that vesicles produced by mycoplasma cells growing in a medium with ciprofloxacin mediate the cellular efflux of this drug, have bacteriostatic action against the antibiotic-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus strain, and transport the mutant genes of fluoroquinolone target proteins. Differential expression of ABC-transporter genes, which in some bacteria are involved in active efflux of antibiotics and the formation of multi-drug resistance, recorded in response to ciprofloxacin is indicative of the fact that rapid efflux of ciprofloxacin from mycoplasma cells (including through vesicles) can be also associated with modulation of the ABC-transporter system.
Detection of genetic material in vesicles also suggests that they participate in horizontal gene transfer [8, [81] [82] [83] . The transport of fluoroquinolone target genes mediated by A. laidlawii vesicles may contribute to the rapid expansion of mutant genes in a bacterial population [71, 81] . The possibility of such events is exemplified by Acinetobacter baumannii. The extracellular vesicles of this bacterium facilitate the transfer of the OXA-24 gene, which determines resistance to carbapenems [84] . Thus, transfer of antibiotic resistance factors mediated by the vesicles of certain bacteria may contribute to the survival of various bacteria in a microbial community. An example of such cooperation was illustrated in a S. aureus model, where a vesiclemediated spread of β-lactamase from these bacteria in microorganism populations resulted in the survival of gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria sensitive to ampicillin on an ampicillin-containing medium [78] . There is clear evidence of the participation of extracellular vesicles in bacterial adaptation to various stress conditions, including antimicrobials. However, it is obvious that comprehensive systematic studies using high-resolution techniques are required in order to uncover the role of vesicular components in the development of bacterial resistance to antibiotics
The development of post-genomic technologies has opened up entirely new possibilities to determine resistomes, the combination of genes and their products involved in the formation of antimicrobial resistance. Information about the resistomes of some bacteria to a number of drugs is now available [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] . Such information was recently ,obtained for A.laidlawii [105] . The information is based on the analysis of complete A .laidlawii genomes, as well as the cellular and vesicular proteomes of strains differing in their sensitivity to ciprofloxacin, i.e. the laboratory strain PG8 (MIC 0.5 μg/ml) and the ciprofloxacin-resistant PG8R 10 strain (MIC 20 μg/ml) derived from the latter by stepwise selection.
A comparative analysis of the nucleotide sequences of A. laidlawii and PG8 and A. laidlawii PG8R 10 in the genome of a ciprofloxacin-resistant strain revealed multiple mutations (insertions, deletions, and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)) localized in fluoroquinolone target genes (DNA gyrase and DNA topoisomerase), as well as in many other genes whose products participate in various cellular processes and bacterial pathogenicity. A total of 255 mutations in 188 genes were found in the A. laidlawii PG8R 10 genome (Fig.1) . Some of these mutations had been previously identified in other microorganisms in connection with the development of resistance to particular antibiotics (for example, daptomycin resistance in S. aureus and multidrug resistance to ciprofloxacin, imipenem, amikacin, minocycline, levofloxacin, piperacillin, tazobactam, ceftazidime, cefotaxime, cefepime, cefoperazone, sulbactam, and meropenem in A. baumannii [95, 102] ).
A proteomic analysis of A. laidlawii PG8 and PG8R 10 cells resulted in the identification of proteins whose proportion differed significantly in these strains. A total of 64 such proteins were identified, and only four of them proved to be the products of mutant genes (ACL_0380, ACL_0418, ACL_0435, ACL_0436). Many of these proteins are involved in fundamental cellular processes (energy production, translation, transcription, replication, membrane biogenesis, protein folding, transport and metabolism of amino acids, nucleotides, carbohydrates, lipids, inorganic ions, signal transduction, and defense mechanisms) and bacterial pathogenicity; some of them are involved in the development of antibiotic resistance in other bacteria (for example, to carbapenems in A. baumannii and to oxacillin in S. aureus [106, 107] ).
We have found significant differences in the proteomic profile of extracellular vesicles in strains that differ in susceptibility to ciprofloxacin (Table 2) . Thus, 97 proteins were identified in A. laidlawii PG8 vesicles and 17 proteins were identified in A. laidlawii PG8R 10 vesicles; 13 of them are absent in parental strain vesicles [105] . Further, the metallo-β-lactamase protein involved in the hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics was found in the vesicles of A. laidlawii PG8. Since the action of β-lactam antibiotics is targeted at the bacterial cell wall, which is absent in Mollicutes, the role of this enzyme in A. laidlawii PG8 remains unknown. It is possible that A. laidlawii PG8, similarly to S. aureus, may assist other bacteria having cell walls and necessary for the survival of these mycoplasmas in microbiocenosis in adaptation to β-lactam antibiotics [6] .
The contribution of each protein and gene of mycoplasmas, reacting to stress, to the development of ciprofloxacin resistance should be elucidated in the future. However, it is obvious that multiple changes in genomic profiles, as well as the cellular and vesicular proteome, in the ciprofloxacin-resistant A. laidlawii strain can determine significant restructuring of bio- 1 Protein identification number in the NCBI database. 2 Proteins classification into functional categories is shown according to COG (E -amino acid transport and metabolism, G -carbohydrate transport and metabolism, H -coenzyme transport and metabolism, J -translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis, K -transcription, M -cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis, P -inorganic ion transport and metabolism, Q -secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism, R -general function prediction only, "-" -not in COG). ■ -bacterial virulence factors 3 Reliability of protein search in NCBI database using the Mascot software. 4 the number of various amino acid sequences of peptides which were used to identify the protein. 5 Percent of amino acid sequence coverage. ACL_0114  ACL_0171  ACL_0172  ACL_0305  ACL_1399   ACL_0808   ACL_0808   ACL_0114  ACL_0171  ACL_0172  ACL_0305  ACL_1399   ACL_1289   ACL_1293   ACL_0128  ACL_0236  ACL_0247  ACL_0350  ACL_0893  ACL_0894  ACL_1402   ACL_0128  ACL_0236  ACL_0247  ACL_0350   ACL_1090   ACL_0973  ACL_0972  ACL_1174  ACL_0971  ACL_0976  ACL_1171  ACL_0978  ACL_1173 ACL_0128  ACL_0236  ACL_0247  ACL_0893  ACL_0894  ACL_1402   ACL_0171  ACL_0172  ACL_0114   ACL_0541  ACL_0823  ACL_0824  ACL_0906  ACL_0946  ACL_1182   ACL_1185  ACL_1352  ACL_0388  ACL_1427  ACL_0132  ACL_0009  ACL_0139   ACL_0143  ACL_0242  ACL_0249  ACL_0250  ACL_0485  ACL_0702  ACL_0296  ACL_0354   ACL_0086  ACL_0113  ACL_0185  ACL_0112  ACL_0100  ACL_0809  ACL_0195   ACL_0138  ACL_0091  ACL_1157  ACL_0892  ACL_0952  ACL_0093  ACL_1200   ACL_1191  ACL_0096  ACL_0104  ACL_0193  ACL_0186  ACL_0101   ACL_0092  ACL_0089  ACL_0098  ACL_0364  ACL_0255  ACL_0095  ACL_0087  ACL_0105  ACL_0057  ACL_0554   ACL_0149  ACL_0852  ACL_1433  ACL_0842  ACL_0111  ACL_0088  ACL_0099  ACL_0102  ACL_0169  ACL_0362   ACL_0097  ACL_1187  ACL_0137  ACL_0167  ACL_0106  ACL_0094  ACL_0115  ACL_0103  ACL_0168  ACL_0090  ACL_0841   ACL_0512ACL_0405   ACL_0432   ACL_0808  ACL_0309  ACL_0886   ACL_0550ACL_1247   ACL_0432  ACL_0402  ACL_0832   ACL_1092  ACL_1091   ACL_0642  ACL_1051  ACL_0084  ACL_0416  ACL_1097  ACL_0546  ACL_0468   ACL_1382  ACL_0758  ACL_1259  ACL_0293  ACL_0548  ACL_0565   ACL_1186  ACL_0530  ACL_0714  ACL_1376  ACL_1339  ACL_0035  ACL_1239   ACL_0110  ACL_1156  ACL_0187   ACL_0188  ACL_0298  ACL_0878   ACL_0550   ACL_0551   ACL_1247  ACL_1248   ACL_0747  ACL_0122  ACL_0421  ACL_0801  ACL_0536  ACL_0813  ACL_1379  ACL_1386  ACL_1124  ACL_0549   ACL_0339  ACL_0007  ACL_0352  ACL_0005  ACL_0480  ACL_1083   ACL_0006  ACL_0001  ACL_0379  ACL_0380  ACL_0194   ACL_0305  ACL_1399   ACL_0320  ACL_0843  ACL_0331  ACL_0201 different bacteria may be indicative of the existence of universal modules regulating cellular reprogramming and ensuring survival in stress conditions. Identification and elucidation of their functional principles is crucial in understanding the "logic of life" of mycoplasma, the rapid bacterial adaptation to stress in microbiocenosis, and finding ways to solve the problem of how to control mycoplasma infection and contamination of cell cultures. Large-scale studies of microorganisms in axenic cultures, as well as in associates in various environments, based on high-tech methodic platforms using meta-omics approaches are required to accumulate the corresponding information. chemical processes in mycoplasma cells (Fig. 2) . These data were obtained for Pseudomonas aeruginosa in connection with the development of resistance to certain antibiotics, including ciprofloxacin [87, 96, 109] . The development of resistance to antimicrobials in various bacterial species proved to be associated with changes not only in the targets of these drugs, but also in many genes and proteins involved in the processes of energy production, transport, and protective mechanisms, as well as in virulence. These results require special attention from researchers involved in the development of control means for pathogenic bacteria and the search for new antimicrobial targets (and virulence factors are possible candidates for this role). The study of the adaptation of microorganisms to antimicrobial agents using omics technologies is in its infancy. However, the results suggest that the formation of bacterial resistance to antibiotics is, apparently, made possible by more complex mechanisms than has previously been thought. The development of resistance proves to be associated with significant changes in the genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, and secretomic profiles of microorganisms, which can determine significant restructuring in cellular processes and pathogenicity. Resistome elements that are similar in
